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Authoritarian actors have long worked to undermine democracy at a global scale by manipulating the information space, but the recent emergence of faster, more expansive, and potentially more potent “generative AI” technologies is creating new risks. With more than fifty national elections around the globe set to take place in 2024, the stakes this year are particularly high. While it may still be too early to assess whether this new technology is creating decisive advantages for authoritarian powers, it is clear that they are experimenting and incorporating these tools into their strategies to undermine democracy. That said, beyond specific manipulative information campaigns, the deeper impact of this new technology may be felt beyond the election contexts, in citizens’ loss of trust in online content or in democracy itself.

Earlier models of artificial intelligence excel in the recognition and analysis of patterns in large-scale collections of text, audio, or visual data. Generative models of artificial intelligence surpass the capabilities of these earlier models in their ability to extrapolate from patterns to create new content. Furthermore, generative models operate in response to simple, natural-language text prompts, lowering the bar for their use and setting the stage for an even more complex and vexing information landscape.

Research indicates that authorities in countries including Russia, China, Iran, and Venezuela are experimenting with gen AI purposefully in order to manipulate the information space and undermine democracy. This new technology accelerates these efforts in at least three ways:

- **Less expensive, easier production of high-fidelity synthetic content:** Gen AI leverages patterns in data to create new content, or “synthetic media,” quickly and inexpensively, including convincing-yet-false images of public figures and events.

- **Automating the production of synthetic media:** Gen AI can be used to automate key technical processes in content production, reducing the need for human engagement and oversight, and lowering barriers to scaling content creation.
• **Individually-tailored content distribution:** Gen AI tools can use data from social media and other public sources of information to create individual profiles and then tailor content to those profiles. Such specially-customized content has a greater chance of impacting attitudes and beliefs.

Taken together, these examples highlight how AI technology can support authoritarians’ long-term interest in undermining societal trust and the foundations of democratic governance.

At the same time, as the authoritarian threat to democracy evolves, there is growing evidence that democratic reformers can use gen AI in support of integrity in the information space, especially around democratic discourse in the context of elections. Some experts have suggested that the opportunities afforded by gen AI around fact checking, independent journalism, and media monitoring may be greater than those for authoritarians. Relevant examples of how civil society is leveraging gen AI include:

• **Fact checkers are employing gen AI to accelerate the verification of information.** The technology speeds the contextual research that is critical to fact checking.

• **Journalists are experimenting with gen AI to create efficiencies in their work.** Globally, journalists are using gen AI to generate interest in their work, summarize their own content, analyze large amounts of data, and more.

• **Democratic reformers are using gen AI to detect information manipulation.** Gen AI can accelerate the efforts of civil society organizations to detect information manipulation online by hastening the identification the behaviors, narratives, and tactics used by authoritarians.

• **Civil society organizations are leveraging gen AI to identify deceptive gen AI-produced content.** Gen AI is helping civil society drive public awareness and response to deceptive and harmful gen AI-produced content online.

While the balance of threats and opportunities to democracy presented by new gen AI technologies may not yet be entirely clear, experts have identified the use of gen AI tools around nearly every national election since at least mid-2023, from Bangladesh to Argentina and South Africa. In many recent elections, global authoritarian powers have deployed gen AI—or amplified gen AI content—that harms democracy. This report highlights that the threat gen AI poses to the integrity of the information space extends beyond elections, potentially undermining societal trust and with it democratic norms and standards. Future analysis and research will be critical for understanding the ways this evolving technology can support and accelerate responses from democratic reformers.
As authoritarian regimes in Russia, China, Iran, and elsewhere actively seek to undermine trust in democracy around the world, critical changes to the information environment are aiding their efforts. The growth of generative artificial intelligence (gen AI) is among the most important of these changes, reducing the cost, time, and effort required by authoritarian actors to both mass-produce and disseminate manipulative content with the aim of smearing opponents and promoting allies, exacerbating divisions in democratic societies.

This report assesses how authoritarians are using gen AI to advance malign narratives and break down the concept of a shared truth that lies at the heart of social trust and democratic institutions. It also describes the ways in which civil society organizations have begun to use some of the same tools to push back against authoritarian distortions in the information space to empower and promote allies, enhancing responses by civil society experts, fact checkers, independent journalists, and other democratic partners.

While authoritarian actors have long worked to manipulate the information space to the detriment of democracy, the emergence of faster, more expansive, and potentially more potent gen AI technologies is already leading to profound changes in the information environment. With more than fifty national...
elections set to take place in 2024 around the globe, in countries comprising more than half of the world’s population, the stakes are particularly high. Moreover, the threat gen AI poses to the integrity of the information space extends beyond election contexts.

“Generative models” of artificial intelligence represent a significant leap forward in the ease and speed of creation and editing of original content. Traditional AI models are adept at identifying patterns in large-scale collections of text, audio, and visual data. Generative models extrapolate from those patterns to generate new content using only simple, natural-language text prompts, image, video, or audio snippets, setting the stage for an even more complex and vexing information landscape.

In essence, traditional AI is like an automatic labeling machine that—with a bit of human training—can, for instance, distinguish and label photos of various species of birds; generative AI models conduct the same analysis and produce hundreds or thousands of new images or even videos of the same types of birds, and can do so within seconds on the basis of a simple text prompt. Of course, if the use of gen AI was limited to replicating pictures of birds, there would be little concern about the technology’s potential to help undermine democracy. One generative model, Microsoft’s VASA-1, creates realistic talking-head-style videos with synchronized facial and lip movements in mere seconds, using just two inputs: a photo of an individual’s face and an audio clip for that individual to “voice.”

Therefore, it is essential that civil society groups and other democratic actors—including governments and the private sector—understand this technology and its potential application for authoritarian ends. They should also consider how to best fight back by employing such tools as part of discourse-focused efforts to secure the integrity of the information space—both during election cycles and between them, when democracies are typically less attentive to information manipulation by authoritarians.

Traditional AI is like an automatic labeling machine that can distinguish and label photos of various species of birds; generative AI models conduct the same analysis but then can manufacture entirely new, artificial images of birds.
Researchers and advocates have raised significant concerns regarding authoritarian regimes’ experimentation with gen AI technologies around elections. These concerns are particularly prevalent given the increasing speed and scale of public discourse that often strains the resources available to fact checkers, journalists, and others working to counter information manipulation and amplify high-quality information.

Globally influential authoritarian powers such as Russia and China—among others—exploit an information space that is evolving faster than the relevant governing or regulatory mechanisms, expanding the reach of such manipulative efforts across much of the world.
Information Manipulation and Authoritarian Powers

Information manipulation can be described as a threat to democratic values, institutions, or political processes that seeks to exert hidden, malign influence on public attitudes and behaviors through the information space, and is conducted in an intentional and coordinated manner by authoritarian regimes or their proxies. In many cases, the content in question is authentic but has been removed from its original context or edited in order to confuse the public.

Globally influential authoritarian powers such as Russia and China—among others—exploit an information space that is evolving faster than the relevant governing or regulatory mechanisms, expanding the reach of such manipulative efforts across much of the world. These regimes employ sophisticated information manipulation strategies to undermine democracy by controlling which narratives and perspectives dominate public discourse, while suppressing reasoned debate on key issues, bolstering their autocratic allies, and undercutting prodemocratic actors.

Building on existing antidemocratic tactics in the information space, gen AI tools may be used for a variety of purposes, including:

- To smear participants in the political process, as was the case in Slovakia when an audio “deepfake”—AI-generated content that simulates the actions or speech of a real person—targeting a candidate was released online during the official media quiet period just before the country’s September 2023 elections, preventing fact checkers and journalists from debunking the hoax in real time;⁵

- To polish and “launder” reputations, such as that of Indonesia’s Prabowo Subianto, whose campaign used gen AI to portray the former special forces commander and alleged human rights abuser as a “cuddly grandfather;”⁶

- To promote and prioritize narratives that exacerbate societal divides, such as during India’s election campaign, which saw gen AI-enhanced information campaigns used to inflame tensions with the country’s Muslim minority;⁸ and

- To analyze massive quantities of data about internet users, which can enable powerful, microtargeted information campaigns at the individual level. The addition of gen AI to the authoritarian toolbox may make similar efforts more convincing and potent.⁹
Information manipulation by authoritarians—regardless of whether gen AI tools are employed—has multiple aims. In the short to medium term, it is meant to advance specific narratives that bolster public perception of antidemocratic actors and harm perceptions of pro democracy candidates, civil society activists, journalists, and others who have the power to hold authoritarians and their allies accountable. In the long term, beyond any campaign period, information manipulation is intended to undermine the concept of knowable truth and a shared reality, damaging societal trust and attacking the foundations of democratic systems. The addition of gen AI tools to the authoritarian toolbox is making these efforts easier, less costly, and possibly more effective.

One component of the long-term attack on truth is a progressive divergence in how a society evaluates the validity of information online: the debut of generative AI raises the bar for what is considered real and legitimate information, and lowers the bar precipitously for what is considered likely to be false. This effect is called the “liar’s dividend” and suggests that as the public’s awareness of gen AI information manipulation increases and people become more accustomed to AI-generated media, malicious actors can dismiss embarrassing truths as entirely false more easily. Some experts have warned that the dissolution of societal trust may be gen AI’s most powerful, long-term impact on democracy. These concerns take on even greater significance in the context of authoritarian actors’ ongoing efforts to undermine democracy at a global level. Current detection and attribution efforts indicate that authorities in Iran, Venezuela, Russia, and China are using gen AI to advance information manipulation campaigns in backsliding democracies worldwide. Research by the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence identified a fully automated group of 130 Telegram channels and thirteen websites, all in Russian, leveraging generative AI to “generate arbitrary noise” and repost political news. The low-cost network, which was involved in influence operations in Ukraine, reached approximately fifty-thousand individuals monthly. In addition, a recent report by OpenAI, which runs the AI chatbot ChatGPT, demonstrated how actors linked to Russia, Iran, and China engage in “covert influence operations that sought to use AI in support of their activity,” using ChatGPT to gather and analyze data about potential targets for information manipulation to code manipulative websites and produce manipulative images.

Gen AI tools offer authoritarian actors and their allies an opportunity to reduce the required cost and technical capability to create and distribute high-fidelity, false content—which is difficult to distinguish from genuine content—quickly and at scale. In fact, such tools may eliminate or drastically reduce the tradeoffs that were previously inherent in the production of high-fidelity manipulative content, which has traditionally taken comparatively more time and effort to produce but which may be more convincing to individuals. One example is in translation between Romance and Germanic languages and tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese, which Gen AI does much better than earlier AI models.

In the long term, beyond any campaign period, information manipulation is intended to undermine the concept of knowable truth and a shared reality, damaging societal trust and attacking the foundations of democratic systems.
Experts have identified the use of gen AI tools around nearly every national election since mid-2023, from Bangladesh to Argentina and South Africa, and are attempting to assess whether the new technology is creating a differential impact for authoritarians both in an election context and for democracy more broadly. What is clear, however, is that authoritarians are experimenting with these tools and incorporating them into their strategies to undermine democracy. These efforts simultaneously weaken public trust in online content, society, and democracy itself.

The following sections describe three specific ways in which authoritarians are using gen AI to enhance their efforts to manipulate the information space, and outline some of the potential pitfalls for the democratic response.

**LESS EXPENSIVE AND EASIER PRODUCTION OF HIGH-FIDELITY SYNTHETIC CONTENT**

With a few strokes of the keyboard, gen AI tools can produce convincing “synthetic” content. In contrast to traditional methods of information manipulation commonly used by authoritarian actors, gen AI leverages patterns in data drawn from millions of social media posts, online articles, images, and videos to create entirely new content, or “synthetic media,” based on as little as a simple text prompt. Both the manipulation of existing content such as so-called “deepfakes” and the wholesale creation of content through gen AI fall within the concept of synthetic media.

The emergence of this easily produced synthetic content may exacerbate the vulnerabilities of open, democratic information environments. Malign actors increasingly leverage this technology to produce high-fidelity, photo- or audio-realistic content that is challenging to identify as false with the human eye, further stoking the public’s uncertainty about the veracity of online media. This new capacity is being deployed across authoritarians’ existing and ever-expanding networks of online trolls and automated “bot” accounts, which are already promoting AI-generated content to advance narratives that serve the interests of authoritarian powers and their allies.

In a recent example of likely AI-generated synthetic content that was intended to influence public opinion, actors associated with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) attempted to manipulate voters during Taiwan’s January 2024 elections by massively amplifying false narratives on popular Taiwanese social media and messaging platforms. These operations aimed to weaken support for Taiwanese independence and, more narrowly, to undermine support for candidates from the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), which takes a harder line against Beijing’s influence in Taiwan.
Researchers found at least two PRC-affiliated threat actors attempting to interfere in Taiwan’s elections. One was connected to the PRC’s extensive network of fake social media profiles, referred to as Spamouflage or Dragonbridge. During the election campaign, this network focused on promoting a book—suspected to have been written using gen AI—that amplified false claims of adultery and immoral behavior among DPP leaders. The book was used as a script for gen AI–produced social media videos advancing its core assertions and narrative, which were promoted at scale. While the DPP retained the presidency, it lost its outright majority in Taiwan’s legislature, and several malign narratives that were strengthened amid the campaign may persist.

Although it is difficult to identify a causal link between the election outcome and the use of gen AI to influence Taiwanese voters, this case shows how one global authoritarian power is already using gen AI–produced content to augment their interference in democratic processes. Elsewhere, in Pakistan, the political party of former prime minister Imran Khan, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)—who along with his party had been banned from running for parliament—used generative AI to “deepfake” Khan delivering a speech, rallying his supporters from his prison cell. In Pakistan’s recent general election, the PTI won a plurality of votes.

Whether this development proves differential or decisive has yet to be determined, partly because the sample size of elections that have featured such manipulation remains small. That said, the growing public discourse about synthetic media campaigns as well as the rising skepticism toward online media—the liar’s dividend—fueled by the increasingly difficult challenge of distinguishing between real and synthetic material, seems likely to further erode public trust in elections and democratic institutions.
AUTOMATING THE PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC MEDIA

In addition to enhancing the quality of synthetic content, gen AI technologies may facilitate an increase in quantity, reducing the cost and effort required for automated production and enabling information manipulation campaigns to be produced at unprecedented speed and scale. As a result, democracies may face deluges of rapidly-deployed and exponentially-expanding deceptive content that drowns out genuine, high-quality information, as exemplified by the PRC’s information campaign around Taiwan’s elections.

Russian information campaigns have worked to amplify the Kremlin’s perspective and within minutes spin high-profile political events to their advantage, but such major campaigns are not commonplace, likely due to the complexity of coordinating hundreds or thousands of accounts, channels, and platforms, which is necessary to elevate a topic significantly in public discourse. Yet, gen AI tools remove some of the biggest barriers to scaling content generation and distribution, as they allow the automation of key technical processes of content production with far less need for human engagement or oversight than earlier approaches to manipulative efforts.

For example, digital investigators from the German Federal Foreign Office uncovered a Russian-backed information manipulation network specializing in “doppelgänger media outlets”—which trick users into believing false information by spoofing the look of real, trusted news sites—and social media accounts on X. Between December 20, 2023, and January 20, 2024, they identified over fifty-thousand fake user accounts that appeared to have coordinated propaganda in German, including more than a million German-language posts. On some days,

---

**Russian-Backed Information Manipulation Networks**

These networks trick users into believing false information by spoofing the look of real, trusted news sites and social media accounts on X. Digital investigators from the German Federal Foreign Office identified:

- **50K+** Fake user accounts
- **1M+** German-language posts
- **200K Per day**
- **2 Per second**

(Between December 20, 2023, and January 20, 2024)
the experts at the Foreign Office registered 200,000 of these short messages, which equates to about two messages per second—a digital barrage designed to manipulate the public en masse. Given the speed and volume of the posts and accounts involved, German authorities suspected that gen AI tools were used for account creation, content production, and dissemination. While the ultimate impact of the effort is difficult to ascertain, it would probably not have been possible without gen AI.

Gen AI’s capacity to automate content production and dissemination at scale may change the character of authoritarian regimes’ social media manipulation and online influence efforts in noticeable ways. For instance, experts are already observing new behaviors from bot networks,\(^3\) including the ability to create distinct “personalities” that develop over time.

**INDIVIDUALLY-TAILORED CONTENT DISTRIBUTION**

Gen AI has the potential to simplify the production and delivery of false content that is highly tailored for specific audiences. By leveraging this technology, authoritarian actors may generate content aimed not at bucketed profiles, which remain broad and thus less convincing, but at individual users, based on thousands of data points scraped from social media and other public sources of information. Such content is more likely to play effectively to personal emotions, biases, experiences, and relationships that make people susceptible to manipulative information campaigns,\(^3\) though early evidence is split on whether gen AI–produced content is more convincing than similarly targeted authentic content in this regard.\(^3\) Authoritarian regimes may exploit this capability to advance their agendas, using gen AI to craft and spread messages that aim to bolster their legitimacy, discredit opponents, or manipulate public opinion about key issues related to the practice of democracy.

---

**Generative AI Capabilities Leveraged by Authoritarian Actors**

- **High-fidelity manipulative content** produced at low cost and effort
- **Automation of manipulative content production at scale**
- **Individually-tailored distribution** of manipulative content
According to a recent RAND report, researchers in China are working on a gen AI–based system for “precision cognitive attacks,” which would use highly tailored information operations to target individuals or small groups. Such an approach would likely employ “ChatGPT’s powerful data processing capabilities and high autonomy to enable it to conduct preference analysis and subsequent related information production and information delivery, supporting ‘precision cognitive attacks’ based on ‘personalized user portraits.’” While the deployment of these systems is currently speculative, it takes little imagination to conceive how they might work—particularly since the revelations about Cambridge Analytica’s efforts to gather data on Facebook users for targeted political messaging. This approach could be particularly useful for interfering in subnational elections, which are singled out for manipulation less frequently than national contests due to their greater number and the diversity of relevant campaign issues at the subnational level.

BUILDING AWARENESS TO THE EVOLVING CHALLENGE

The emergence of gen AI as a tool for information manipulation by authoritarians may not fundamentally change the nature of democratic responses to such efforts. For example, it is still critical that civil society organizations take the lead in identifying and combating malign information campaigns, whether or not they enjoy the support of their governments.

Still, building awareness about the capabilities of gen AI tools may be helpful for the public at-large, as such an approach can essentially serve to “pre-bunk” the new capabilities that these tools offer authoritarians and prepare citizens for what they might see around elections or at other critical moments of public discourse outside of an election period. At the same time, there is a risk that overemphasizing the power and ubiquity of gen AI would strengthen the liar’s dividend. In other words, the more people are warned about the threat of highly deceptive content, the more they may come to distrust even authentic media.

This danger makes it especially important for civil society organizations, technology companies, and governments to advance their efforts to determine whether content is authentic and to inform the public about the motives and interests of the authoritarian actors engaged in AI-backed manipulation campaigns. If citizens understand who is pushing them and in what direction, they will be better equipped to resist this pressure and potentially to push back against it themselves.

Building awareness about the capabilities of gen AI tools may be helpful for the public at-large, as such an approach can essentially serve to “pre-bunk” the new capabilities that these tools offer authoritarians.
As authoritarians use gen AI to amplify their efforts to manipulate the public, democracy activists may have an opportunity to employ the same technology to support the integrity of the information space, especially to promote democratic discourse during election campaigns. Fact checkers, independent journalists, narrative researchers, nongovernmental organizations, and media monitors—often operating in coalitions during elections to compete with well-funded authoritarian information campaigns—are now exploring how gen AI systems might help them move faster and more effectively to counter information manipulation. Some experts have suggested that the potential advantages afforded by such technologies to democracy advocates may be even greater than those of authoritarians.35 It is critical to note that in the absence of broadly adopted ethical standards in the use of gen AI systems, prodemocracy actors must be transparent about their use, and should include human review throughout any project to ensure accuracy.

GENERATIVE AI FOR FACT CHECKING

Fact checkers are employing gen AI to expedite the verification of information. The technology also enhances their ability to identify patterns in large volumes of text, images, and videos, and to detect trends in behavior over time, which is
useful in predictive analysis of authoritarian efforts to manipulate information. In addition, a growing number of fact checkers are building fact-checking chatbots that operate in closed settings such as messaging apps, allowing users to forward messages and links from their own chats and quickly verify the veracity of such content in response. While many of these systems already used traditional AI capabilities to understand and interpret fact-checking requests, the addition of gen AI is accelerating this trend—which requires significant human effort and review—by hastening the collection of basic information surrounding the questionable content or underlying narrative.

For example, Gwara Media in Kharkiv, Ukraine, has developed a chatbot called Perevirka, which specializes in debunking Kremlin messaging online. Users send in a text, photo, video, or link that they want Gwara to check, and they receive a response immediately if the item has already been investigated. If not, Gwara’s team of human fact checkers reviews the request, uses a gen AI–powered chatbot to quickly conduct initial research and gather contextual information about the issue in question, and produces a new fact-check in a timely manner. Cofacts, a Taiwanese civic tech community that works to counter information manipulation and which played an important role during the 2024 Taiwanese elections, is similarly experimenting with the use of gen AI for their chatbot-based fact-checking system. The system operates primarily on closed-door messaging apps such as Facebook Messenger and Line, and uses gen AI to provide more substantive responses to user submissions, such as suggestions about how to verify the specific content in review, as well as basic arguments against identified manipulative narratives.

While these country-level efforts are promising, important work is also being done at the international level. The global nonprofit Meedan has developed chatbot software that uses traditional AI to group similar content (images, videos, and text) together and match them to fact-checks, and is experimenting with using Gen AI to generate predictable variants of fact-checked claims, group content by narrative, and improve communication with users. This tool is “white labeled” and can be adopted by other organizations under their own branding and banner.

**INDEPENDENT JOURNALISM IN THE AGE OF GENERATIVE AI**

Journalists are experimenting with gen AI in a number of work areas, including to create efficiencies in the journalistic process, customize currently-existing online news products more effectively, differentiate their work in a more pronounced manner, hasten the editorial process, help citizens better understand complex and voluminous topics, analyze large quantities of data, translate languages, and for other, more routine tasks. For example, in Zimbabwe, the Center for Innovation and Technology (CITE) is using gen AI to increase its capacity, for instance by prompting the systems to suggest
Private companies are also playing a prominent role in supporting journalists’ experimentation with gen AI. For instance, Microsoft has recently launched collaborations with news organizations to integrate gen AI into journalism, seeking to innovate and create financially sustainable newsrooms.41 Also, Google has instituted a program for a handful of independent publishers, providing them with beta access to an unreleased gen AI platform that facilitates the creation of news content by summarizing key background information.42 These initiatives aim to inform, lead, and scale AI solutions in journalism, supporting viable business models and audience growth while attempting to maintain ethical standards. It is important to note that there are many unresolved questions about which forms of gen AI usage should be considered acceptable in the journalistic sphere.43

Investigative journalists who rely on open-source intelligence methods are conducting their own experiments with gen AI tools and techniques. Bellingcat, an investigative journalism collective, has shown how gen AI can automate and speed up the collection and analysis of vast datasets, and how gen AI chatbots can be used for geolocation,44 enabling journalists to uncover patterns in authoritarian messaging that might be missed by manual analysis. Gen AI can also help in verifying facts and cross-referencing information quickly, which is crucial in investigative journalism.45
Generative AI and the Detection of Information Manipulation

Civil society organizations and their allies are using gen AI to detect information manipulation campaigns, as these systems enhance their ability to identify false or inauthentic content efficiently and hasten the response times of fact checkers and journalists working to push back on malign narratives and circulate high-quality information. At the same time, a new class of detection tools is under development to detect gen AI-produced content, whether audio, visual, or text-based, with differing levels of success for each modality.

Detecting information manipulation

Gen AI can accelerate the efforts of research organizations to spot information manipulation online by helping to identify the behaviors, narratives, and tactics authoritarian state actors use. For example, GLOBSEC, a global think tank based in Slovakia, has used the gen AI-powered monitoring tool Gerulata Juno to analyze Russian influence in Slovakia’s information space.\(^{46}\)

Several private firms that monitor the information space for authoritarian information manipulation are also using gen AI to strengthen their efforts. LetsData is based in Ukraine and operates globally, processing data from thousands of websites and social media platforms to look for early evidence of Russian state-backed information operations. Their system automatically alerts relevant partners and government actors to enable rapid responses. LetsData uses GenAI to enhance its cross-platform and cross-language tracking capabilities. Previously, retraining detection algorithms in multiple languages for various platforms took weeks. With GenAI, LetsData can adapt to track new malign narratives across various countries and platforms without retraining the system each time.

Detecting gen AI–produced content

Some organizations are using gen AI technology to help the public identify and respond to deceptive gen AI–produced content. For example, Democracy Reporting International uses gen AI to train models to detect information manipulation online through a tool called Disinfo Radar, which helps other civil society organizations prepare for, identify, and respond to manipulative campaigns.\(^{47}\)

Numerous private-sector organizations are working together in an initiative called the Coalition for Content Provenance and Authenticity (C2PA). The coalition, which includes established companies like Adobe, Google, and Microsoft as well as newer players such as Truepic, uses technical means to identify gen AI–produced content that various platforms can then label. Labeling of malign content has been shown in some contexts to reduce people’s belief in and sharing of that content.\(^{48}\)
Civil society organizations, however, face a few significant barriers when attempting to use gen AI for detecting authoritarian information operations. First, many organizations lack the technical expertise needed to implement and manage advanced AI detection models, and it can be prohibitively costly to hire skilled data scientists, for whom the private sector is also competing. Second, most detection models are developed by academics or private companies and are not readily accessible to technologically under-resourced nonprofit organizations. Finally, detection of gen AI–produced content is a developing area, and no tool is 100 percent reliable, leaving civil society without a simple, trusted, one-stop shop or service to address a clear and urgent need.

Many organizations lack the technical expertise needed to implement and manage advanced AI detection models, and it can be prohibitively costly to hire skilled data scientists, for whom the private sector is also competing.
While the ultimate impact of gen AI technologies is not yet clear, authoritarian actors are already using them in ways that present a serious challenge to democracy during election cycles and beyond. By facilitating the creation at scale of high-fidelity synthetic media—which can diminish audiences’ ability to discern what is inauthentic from what is real—gen AI tools are directly serving authoritarians’ long-term interest in undermining societal trust and the foundations of democratic governance. Future analysis and research might focus on the ways this evolving technology affects both elections and public discourse outside of election periods.

At the same time, democracy advocates have a critical opportunity to leverage these technologies for positive applications. Many civil society organizations, fact checkers, and journalists have begun to harness the power of gen AI to resist authoritarian manipulation. As efforts of authoritarian powers to manipulate the information space continue to evolve, it will be critical for civil society to experiment with gen AI tools, which may prove an important accelerator and amplifier for securing democracy through the information space in the long run.
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